
Biology in the Gopher at Kaiserslautern  
( Bio-Gopher Kaiserslautern)  

 

 

Since 1993 at the University  of Kaiserslautern a Gopher has been installed.  

Although it is still under construction, there are already some  

informations in the field of biology.  

 

At the  moment (4/93) the Bio - Gopher at Kaiserslautern has two main topics:  

 

1.  Information about resources in computer networks about biology  

2.  Connections to national and international information  systems with  

biological relevant items  

 

The information consist s of common questions  and answers, so called FAQ  

(frequently asked questions). One FAQ explains e.g. how to get information  

about biology in computer networks (What ist BIOSCI  and bionet?). An other  

FAQ is related to materials  and methods in molecular biol ogy (How should I  

select a set of primers to use for PCR?).  

 

Connections to other information systems are further  Bio - Gophers (e.g. EMBL  

Heidelberg, Uni Basel, University of  Indiana ...), WAIS databases (archive  

of the bionet - newsgroups, archive of materia ls and methods  in molecular  

biology) but also the biology directory of the anonymous  FTP server at  

Kaiserslautern where several programs can be found.  

 

The aim is to keep this collection of  information and connections up to  

date and to enlarge it as a sour ce for many fields in biology.  

 

Everyone is invited to provide further  information and practical help.  

Please feel free to contact:  
 
 Mario Nenno  
 Universitaet Kaiserslautern  
 Abt. Zellbiologie  
 Postfach 3049  
 D6750 Kaiserslautern, Germany  
 Tel. 49 - 631- 205- 2880  
 Fax: 49 - 631- 205- 2998  
 Email: nenno@rhrk.uni - kl.de  
 oder   bio - go@gopher.uni - kl.de  
 
Of special interest is the contact to other Bio - Gophers in Germany and 
Europe.  



Bio - Gopher at Kaiserslautern ( main menu):  
 
                                    Biolog ie                                     
                                                                                 
 -- >  1.  About this BioGopher (12/92) [1kb].                                    
      2.  AGs im Fachbereich Biologie [5 kb].                                    
      3.  Computer und Netze in der Biologie (10/91) [8 kb].                     
      4.  Computer und Netze in der Biologie (1/92) [13 kb].                     
      5.  Computer und Netze in der Biologie (6/92) [9 kb].                      
      6.  SysTax - Info (10/92) [10 kb].                                           
      7.  EMBL FileServer News Nr.9 (12/92) [20 kb].                             
      8.  BIOSCI/bionet Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) (1/93) [65 kb].         
      9.  bionet.molbio.methds - reagnts FAQ (bionet) (3/93) [46 kb].              
      10. Molecular biology ftp servers (2/93) [26 kb].                          
      11. Molecular biology email servers (2/93) [24 kb].                        
      12. A B iologist's Guide to Internet Resources (3/93) [60 kb].              
      13. THE SCIENTIST Newspaper (22 MAR 93) [145 kb].                           
      14. FTP - in - Biology/                                                        
      15. WAIS - in - Biology /                                                       
      16. Other BioGopher (national/international)/                              
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
Press ? for Help, q to Quit, u to go up                         Page: 1/1  
 
 
 
 
Here the adress of the Bio - Gopher at Kaiserslautern:  
 
 Name=Biologie  
 Host=gopher.uni - kl.de  
 Type=1  
 Port=70  
 Path=1/Fachbereiche/Biologie  
 
Mario Nenno 4/4/93  


